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Editor’s Foreword 

Inspiration and Wisdom for Twenty-First-Century Christian Leaders
You have chosen wisely in deciding to study and learn from a book 

published in The Columbia Partnership Leadership series with 
Chalice Press. We publish for

•	Congregational	leaders	who	desire	to	serve	with	greater	faithfulness,	
effectiveness, and innovation.

•	Christian	ministers	who	seek	to	pursue	and	sustain	excellence	in	min
istry service.

•	Members	of 	 congregations	who	desire	 to	 reach	 their	 full	 kingdom	
potential.

•	Christian	leaders	who	desire	to	use	a	coach	approach	in	their	ministry.
•	Denominational	and	parachurch	leaders	who	want	to	come	alongside	
affiliated	congregations	in	a	servant	leadership	role.

•	Consultants	and	coaches	who	desire	to	 increase	their	 learning	con-
cerning the congregations and Christian leaders they serve.

The Columbia Partnership Leadership series is an inspiration 
and wisdom-sharing vehicle of  The Columbia Partnership, a community 
of  Christian leaders who are seeking to transform the capacity of  the North 
American church to pursue and sustain vital Christ-centered ministry. You 
can connect with us at www.TheColumbiaPartnership.org.

Primarily serving congregations, denominations, educational institutions, 
leadership development programs, and parachurch organizations, the 
Partnership also seeks to connect with individuals, businesses, and other 
organizations seeking a Christ-centered spiritual focus.

We welcome your comments on these books, and we welcome your 
suggestions for new subject areas and authors we ought to consider.

George W. Bullard Jr., Senior Editor
GBullard@TheColumbiaPartnership.org

The Columbia Partnership
332 Valley Springs Road, Columbia, SC 29223–6934

Voice: 803.622.0923, www.TheColumbiaPartnership.org
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Foreword
What you are holding in your hand or observing on your favorite digital 

reader or computer screen represents the pinnacle of  the ministerial and 
academic career of  a person deeply committed to excellence in ministerial 
leadership and congregational vitality.

Larry McSwain has been my teacher, mentor, supervisor, colleague, 
and friend throughout the past 40-plus years. We initially encountered 
one	another	during	my	first	semester	at	the	Southern	Baptist	Theological	
Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky, in the fall of  1971. We have most recently 
experienced one another in his role as professor of  leadership at McAfee 
School of  Theology at Mercer University in Atlanta, Georgia. 

In between have been an enormous number of  delightful, yet 
challenging, engagements with a person truly dedicated to helping ministerial 
students, congregational leaders, denominational executives, and academic 
professionals soar in Christian ministry with Christ-centered faith and 
academic competence.

Hardly	anyone	 is	better	equipped,	better	 trained,	or	better	qualified	
through personal experience to share perspectives on issues surrounding 
leadership and congregations. Larry has studied countless volumes of  
academic and research documents about leadership and congregations. 
He	has	taught	thousands	of 	students	in	academic	and	field	seminar	settings	
about leadership and congregations. He has been in, observed, or read about 
a multitude of  congregations in several denominations. He has conducted 
numerous original research projects on leadership and congregations. In 
the intersection of  these various endeavors is a synergistic understanding of  
leadership and congregations that is invaluable and is now recorded in this 
high-quality volume of  work. 

McSwain as Urban Strategist
For me personally, the high point of  Larry’s integration of  academic 

insight	with	original	field	research	came	during	the	1980s.	While	serving	in	
a denominational agency dedicated to missional work throughout North 
America, I had the privilege to be on a team that sponsored his sabbatical. He 
and his family moved to Houston, Texas, for the academic year of  1983–84 
to study the religious life patterns of  Houston and Harris County, Texas, 
and	to	suggest	those	strategies	that	might	be	most	effective	in	fulfilling	the	
Great Commission in the spirit of  the Great Commandment in that setting. 
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viii    The Calling of Congregational Leadership

True to the theme of  this book, now more than a quarter of  a century later, 
much of  what Larry discovered during his sabbatical focused on leadership 
and congregations.

At that time Southern Baptists, the denomination of  heritage for both 
Larry	and	myself,	had	around	five	hundred	congregations	in	Houston	and	
Harris County, one of  the largest megalopolitan areas in North America. My 
personal role was as leader of  Mega Focus Cities, an emphasis on missional 
work	 in	 the	fifty	 largest	 urban	 areas	 in	 the	United	States.	The	 strategic	
question for us was, “With the resource base we have in Houston and Harris 
County, if  we cannot reach that setting for Christ, what makes us think we 
can reach any urban setting anywhere for Christ?”

While Houston and Harris County have not been fully “reached,” 
the work Larry did on the religious life patterns in a Sunbelt city had an 
immediate and tremendous impact on Christian ministry in that setting 
and inspired numerous new missional strategies that are still impacting the 
quality of  Christian work in that setting. 

McSwain as Community Context Interpreter
Long before sophisticated computer and web-based graphic information 

systems (GIS), Larry would have his students diving into various government 
and business reports to discover the underlying statistical trends in a 
community context. He found it important to know the past, present, and 
future projected trends in any context where leaders anticipated engaging 
in relevant Christian ministry.

Way beyond statistics was the need to experience the context in a manner 
that would cause the learners to move outside their comfort zones. Larry was 
a big advocate of  getting out into the community—on foot rather than by 
car—to experience real people in real life situations. His strongest call was 
for participation in at least a 24-hour plunge in which students would live 
on the street for a full day in places such as New York City, but especially in 
Louisville, Kentucky.

I must admit I resisted these teaching methods. As an alternative, 
I offered to let people come live with me in the inner city of  Louisville, 
Kentucky, where I served as a pastor.

That was a permanent urban plunge!
Yet Larry’s insistence that students get out of  the classroom and 

experience real ministry with real people in real life settings set him apart 
from many of  his colleagues. At the same time, Larry could pull the 
learning experience back into the classroom with the full rigors of  academic 
requirements and formal documentation of  reading sources.
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McSwain as Conflict Minister
Anyone who observes or engages the front line of  congregational and 

community ministry will eventually have to address in a serious way the issues 
of 	conflict	and	how	they	impact	both	church	and	community.	In	their	book	
Conflict Ministry in the Church, Larry and his colleague in ministry, William C. 
Treadwell, Jr. addressed in an in-depth manner the issues and processes of  
conflict	in	congregations.

This provided another intersection for our mutual ministries. In a 
denominational role I related to regional and local denominational staff  
leaders	who	needed	to	be	possessed	by	the	knowledge	and	skills	of 	conflict	
ministry. It was an easy move—in the category of  no-brainer—to ask Larry 
and Bill to become the trainers of  these denominational staff  persons. Once 
again, Larry’s insight into leadership and congregations played a key role 
as	over	750	denominational	leaders	were	trained	in	conflict	ministry	skills	
over multiple years.

For me personally I have always seen Larry as one of  the people I could 
talk	to	about	conflict	situations	I	was	addressing.	He	has	been	a	great	outside	
third-party with whom to discuss the dynamics of  various congregational 
situations,	or	leadership	situations	in	which	conflict	arose.	At	the	same	time	
both Larry and I are probably seen in some quarters as being “carriers” 
of 	the	conflict	virus,	as	we	have	not	been	afraid	to	confront	injustice	and	
inadequacy in leadership when and where we see it. That at times has been 
very helpful. At other times it may have gotten us in a lot of  trouble. Yet, 
life and ministry go forward.

What Will Your Learn from This Book?
The bottom line you probably want to know is not these anecdotal 

insights into Larry McSwain and our long-term relationship—although I 
hope	they	will	give	you	insight	into	the	significant	contributions	he	has	made	
to	Christian	ministry	in	general	and	my	life	specifically.	You	want	to	know	
what you are going to get out of  the time you will invest in reading this book. 
Here is a selected list of  things I believe you will gain that will cause your 
investment to be of  great value.

 1. Calling. Leading in Christian ministry is a calling from God. Without 
a	deep	and	abiding	sense	of 	call	to	Christian	ministry	leaders	can	find	
themselves emotionally and spiritually drained without any centering 
points to help them move forward. 

 2. Self-Knowledge. We must know who we are as leaders in the Christian 
arena: when we are healthy and when we are unhealthy; when we are 
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x    The Calling of Congregational Leadership

excellent and when we are mediocre; when we are inspiring followership 
and when we are antagonizing followers; and when we have a synergy 
of  spiritual gifts, strengths and skills, and preferences versus when we 
are functioning outside of  these characteristics.

 3. Doing. Leadership is not about improving ourselves alone. It is about 
doing the work of  leadership. While being is of  extreme importance, 
if  you cannot do the work of  leadership then the congregation God is 
calling you to serve cannot thrive.

 4. Dreaming. Leadership is as much about that which is unseen as it is about 
that which is seen. What can you imagine as a leader? What dream is 
God giving you for a vital and vibrant congregation? 

 5. Proclaiming and Caring. This book will share perspectives both about 
preaching and teaching as you proclaim the Word of  God and about 
caring for the people. A critical component of  leadership is that you 
figure	 out	 how	 to	do	both	with	 excellence,	 rather	 than	one	 to	 the	
exclusion	of 	the	other.	Leaders	figure	out	how	to	develop	systems	to	
empower and improve both proclamation and caring even when they 
are not gifted and skilled in both.

 6. Management. Unfortunately for some people, leadership is also about 
managing the strategies, structures, and systems of  congregations. I 
hope you will pay careful attention to the sections on generosity, legal 
issues, and developing and relating to staff. 

My prayer for you is that you will be informed and inspired by this book 
to become an exceptional leader in congregational settings. The work of  the 
kingdom of  God needs your very best efforts. Whether you are beginning 
your ministerial journey, a few years in, at a midpoint reassessment, reaching 
your	full	potential,	or	thinking	about	finishing	well,	use	this	book	to	remind	
yourself  of  those key aspects of  being centered on God’s leading in your 
ministry and the practical things you need to be reminded of  on a daily basis.

George Bullard
Strategic Coordinator, 
The Columbia Partnership at www.TheColumbiaPartnersip.org 

General Secretary, 
North American Baptist Fellowship of  Baptist World Alliance
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Introduction

Thinking about the future is done on the scaffolding of  a narrative.

RichaRd hesteR & Kelli WalKeR-Jones1

At the conclusion of  World War I, William Butler Yeats wrote a poem, 
“The Second Coming,” that is among the one hundred most anthologized 
poems in English literature. In part, he wrote: 

Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world, 
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere 
The ceremony of  innocence is drowned; 
The best lack all conviction, while the worst 
Are full of  passionate intensity. 

And then he concludes with a question:

And what rough beast, its hour come round at last, 
Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born?2 

Pessimism is natural during times of  war and violence, global economic 
upheavals, shifting currents of  social values, or unprecedented change. 
Remember Psalm 137:1, 4? “By the rivers of  Babylon— / there we sat down 
and there we wept… / How could we sing the loRd’s song / in a foreign 
land?” Or Job 7:1, “Do not human beings have a hard service on earth…?” 
Or	Revelation	13:4b,	“Who	is	like	the	beast,	and	who	can	fight	against	it?”

The	same	difficult	questions	as	Yeats	and	the	biblical	witnesses	raised	
are being lifted up today by pastors, denominational leaders, congregational 
researchers, and leaders in the pews as attendance declines, income stagnates, 
and the typical Protestant congregation ages at a rate far faster than the 
population of  the United States. One could easily propose the death of  
the	American	Church	in	the	twentyfirst	century	if 	the	voices	of 	doom	and	
despair are the primary ones to whom we listen. Such a case would not be 
a	difficult	one	to	make.3
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2    The Calling of Congregational Leadership

When we examine the kinds of  changes that have swept across the 
landscape of  our community lives of  the past several decades, it would be 
easy to give in to the negative moods of  the naysayers on the future of  the 
church. To do so would overlook the essence of  the gospel, which proclaims 
the good news of  the promises of  God in Jesus Christ as the abiding hope 
of  the Church and human life. The theme of  this book will be to reverse 
the pessimism of  Yeat’s poem written during the crises of  World War I. I 
would reinterpret that theme as: Things do fall apart;…the center can hold. The 
foundation of  that hope is the activity of  God who continues to call women 
and	men	to	embody	in	the	world	a	life	commitment	to	fulfilling	a	new	order	
of  God’s Spirit in their daily lives and congregational gatherings.

Audience for the Book
Three audiences are the focus of  this book: pastoral leaders of  

congregations with a focus on those in the Free Church tradition, Protestant 
seminarians, and laity who seek understanding of  their call to congregational 
leadership.	I	need	to	be	specific	about	who	I	mean	as	“pastoral	leaders,”	
(the first audience). I am using this term to describe all of  those engaged in 
ministry as employees of  a local congregation. My assumption is that all 
ministers must relate pastorally to congregants if  they are to participate fully 
in God’s new order of  the Spirit. Churches with multiple staff  members have 
the additional challenge of  seeking a team approach to the work of  that staff. 
This understanding in no way alters the importance of  the central “pastoral 
leader.” This is the pastor, senior pastor, lead missionary, elder, bishop, or 
whatever title is assigned to the one who is understood by the congregation 
as “the” leader. But our approach does suggest “the” leader is a member of  
a team of  ministers and laity who must engage in collaborative work in the 
context	of 	the	twentyfirst–century	church.	

Regarding the second audience, as a seminary professor teaching students 
in the practice of  ministry that focuses on congregations, I have discovered 
a perennial search for textbooks to provide a resource for the student. While 
the bibliography on both ministry and congregations is long, the limitations 
are	significant.	I	hope	to	address	in	this	work	a	young	generation	that	mirrors	
much of  the tension of  the contemporary congregation. It is a seeking 
generation for which “going to seminary” is as much a quest for vocation as 
a response to a decisive call. Present-day seminarians are incredibly open 
to the Spirit. They are also more limited in their experience in the work of  
congregations than past generations. When the idealism of  being an open, 
postmodern student encounters the reality of  a church as it is, a reality that 
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Introduction    3

often occurs two to three years after graduation, the personal and spiritual 
resources for survival in ministry may seem inadequate. It is my hope this 
book can tap the youthful idealism of  a new generation of  church leaders 
while preparing them for the realities of  human congregational systems.

Brian McLaren makes the provocative suggestion that churches need 
to develop openness to the creative, even entrepreneurial, insights many 
recent seminary graduates bring to ministry. Rather than squelching the 
enthusiasm	and	the	new	learning	they	bring,	affirming	their	insights	into	
critical recent biblical and theological research could be a source of  renewal 
for congregations. McLaren reminds us of  the price all good leaders have 
experienced for change in the church:

But recalling that Jesus himself  was unable to transform the Temple 
establishment of  his day, and remembering that Paul was run out 
of  a good many more synagogues than he was welcome in, I’m 
not sure that any amount of  training can equip seminarians for 
transformation in churches that are quite happy with how they 
are—or were, thank you very much. It may sound harsh for me to 
say, but I think it is unethical to send gifted, idealistic, and high-
potential young leaders into intractable, dysfunctional congregations 
that will grind them up, disillusion them, and damage them for life.4

McLaren’s solution is either to create new congregations by seminary 
graduates	for	a	postmodern	generation,	or	work	more	effectively	with	first	
placement churches to support the graduate in achieving change. In either 
case, he assigns the burden of  such a vision to the seminaries.

Concerning the third	audience,	the	vital	congregation	of 	the	twentyfirst	
century	will	never	fulfill	its	potential	without	a	dynamic	cadre	of 	lay	leaders	
who understand congregational life and partner with others to provide the 
leadership	churches	need	to	fulfill	their	mission.	Congregational	leadership	
is a calling to the whole congregation and not just its clergy leaders. So, here 
is an effort to create a dialogue within congregations that will encourage 
the next generation of  lay and clergy leaders God calls to become church. 
Understanding the cadre of  new ministers who will serve the Church in the 
next several decades will be a critical agenda for laity rooted in traditions 
that may not be known nor accepted by today’s youthful leaders.

Definitions
A	few	definitions	are	in	order	for	developing	the	themes	of 	this	book.	Who	

are the people who shall participate in this partnership? The responsibility 
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4    The Calling of Congregational Leadership

for	fulfilling	this	divinehuman	partnership	belongs	to	all the people of  God. 
Leadership for the Church is never a singular vocation. It belongs to no one 
person, but can be accomplished only as all who claim obedience as disciples 
of  Jesus Christ seek a common destiny. The Reformation principle of  the 
“priesthood of  all believers” is foundation for congregational vitality. All 
who	respond	affirmatively	to	the	invitation	to	“follow	Jesus”	are	leaders	of 	
the Christian community.

Yet, every fellowship of  grace needs those who have a primary 
responsibility, a vocational calling, to participate in guiding the whole people 
of  God to accomplish the mission of  the rule and reign of  God. A calling 
from God comes to the few who are set apart by the power of  the Holy Spirit 
and	their	congregations	to	provide	the	environment	in	which	people	fulfill	
the potential of  their leadership as a community. These vocational persons 
are	pastoral	 leaders	 and	may	 include	 the	 individual	 pastor	 of 	 a	 specific	
community of  faith or the collective group of  ministry staff  who work as a 
team to accomplish their visions. The primary leader of  any such team is the 
pastor, who leads with unique responsibilities for the vitality of  the whole. 
But the pastor never functions alone. Pastors have a unique role. Theirs is 
a calling to take primary responsibility for the mission of  God, motivate 
others to participate with them in that calling, and provide specialized skills 
to accomplish it. While the focus of  this book is on these responsibilities, 
pastors never function in isolation from a tightly woven web of  relationships 
with	all	disciples	of 	a	congregation	to	fulfill	that	mission.

There	is	another	critical	definition.	Church is the universal community 
of  all believers whose collective partnership with God transforms the world 
“that the creation itself  will be set free from its bondage to decay and will 
obtain the freedom of  the glory of  the children of  God” (Rom. 8:21). 
Whenever this understanding of  the Church is used in this work, it will be 
a capital “C” Church. 

The	Church	is	first	and	foremost	a	creation	of 	the	Holy	Spirit.	Jesus	
defined	 the	 foundation	of 	 the	Church	 as	 a	 confession	of 	 his	 identity	 as	
Messiah (Mt. 16:13–20) and called forth gatherings of  disciples with a 
promise of  his presence in their midst (Mt. 18:20). He established no human 
organization or institution. The birthplace of  the Church was Pentecost, 
where	 the	prophetic	promise	of 	 the	outpouring	of 	 the	Spirit	on	all	flesh	
manifested	by	a	community	of 	vision	(Joel	2:28–29)	was	fulfilled.	Wind	and	
fire	were	the	signs	of 	spiritual	presence	that	unified	a	gathering	of 	diverse	
ethnicities that Peter could only understand as the manifestation of  that 
promised day:
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In the last days it will be, God declares, 
that	I	will	pour	out	my	Spirit	upon	all	flesh,	
 and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, 
and your young men shall see visions, 
 and your old men shall dream dreams. 
Even upon my slaves, both men and women, 
 in those days I will pour out my Spirit; 
  and they shall prophesy. 
     (Acts 2:17–18)

But none of  us lives in a universal fellowship, except conceptually. 
We live in families and neighborhoods of  towns and cities; we partake of  
sociological categories of  race, ethnicity, class, and gender. Consequently, we 
gather	in	smaller	networks	of 	people	most	often	reflective	of 	individual	values	
that evolve into core values of  congregational identity. These communities 
of  faith meet together in local environments and have themselves unique 
qualities and characteristics. These churches (small “c”) will never embody 
the fullness of  the Church. But they can be called church only to the degree 
the presence of  the Holy Spirit guides through human struggle, difference, 
and discernment to mirror that universal community of  faith called Church.

This	is	a	book	about	these	small	reflections	of 	the	fire	of 	the	Holy	One	
who	often	filter	the	light	of 	such	holy	moments	through	darkened	lenses.	
Churches are undeniably “treasure in clay jars” because they are human 
entities, which possess all the frailties of  the human family. Otherwise, they 
would claim the source of  their power within themselves, denying “that this 
extraordinary power belongs to God and does not come from us” (2 Cor. 4:7). 

To make the distinction clear, congregation or church will be the term used 
to describe these faith communities and how they may aspire to embody the 
fullest meaning of  the community of  faith we call Church. This is a book 
about congregations and their leaders with the belief  that vital congregations 
seek	to	fulfill	the	mission	God	has	for	the	Church.

Purpose
The purpose of  this book is to propose positive and life-giving 

understandings for how local Christian bodies of  believers can model 
communities of  obedience to the lordship of  Jesus Christ in who they are 
and what they do. This is not a roadmap to success in the market-driven, 
entrepreneurial arena of  popular American Christianity. It can be suggestive 
of 	some	specific	ways	pastoral	and	lay	leaders	can	do	a	better	job	of 	leading	
their communities of  faith to be more like the master of  the Church.
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Personal Background 
 I bring to this work nearly forty years of  participating in congregations 

as a consultant in planning new directions for their ministries, or in helping 
conclude	difficult	conflicts	they	had	within	their	fellowships.	My	primary	
vocation during this time has been teaching prospective ministers the realities 
of  what they might face in congregational ministries. I have been blessed 
to have opportunities for service beyond any I imagined as a seventeen-
year-old making a public commitment of  my calling from God to be a 
“minister of  the gospel.” Mine is a pilgrimage from a small rural church 
in a farming community in northern Oklahoma to working and living in 
urban America. The sociological changes described in this text have been 
experienced personally as I have participated as a member of  thirteen 
different congregations, served many others as interim pastor or consultant, 
and worked in multiethnic, multicultural, multiracial contexts. 

I bring to this task a certain set of  values and commitments that shape 
what I think and how I express those thoughts. With all of  their diversity 
and	 the	many	differences	 in	 understanding	 their	meaning,	 I	 affirm	 the	
biblical texts as the foundation for the Church’s identity. Vital churches root 
themselves	in	a	biblical	narrative	that	defines	their	practices	of 	faith—the	
confession of  Jesus Christ as Lord of  life and the Church, baptism as a sign 
of  that confession, and discipleship as a search to live out faith as a vocation 
from God. 

I am also a Baptist. This identity roots me in a historical tradition that 
emphasizes the authority of  Scripture for faith and practice, the priesthood 
of  believers to interpret that authority for themselves with the guidance of  
the Holy Spirit, the practice of  faith in a local congregation that is responsible 
for its own governance, and an unswerving commitment to religious liberty 
and the separation of  church and state in a civil society.

What Baptists can claim clearly is that the commitment to a locally 
autonomous form of  polity or governance makes a difference in how 
one leads in the congregation. Sherwood Lingenfelter summarizes four 
theological and structural variations of  governance in the history of  the 
church: apostolic authority, Reformation confession, voluntary organizations, 
and the Free Church movement. Baptists’ heritage includes elements of  each 
of  them, but primarily derives from the Free Church movement. Lingenfelter 
writes of  that tradition:

The Free Church Movement rejected the state and its religious 
hierarchy and gave much more privilege to the communion of  
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the saints. Known as the Radical Reformation, the Free Church 
Movement emphasized the redeemed community. Focusing on 
personal conversion and believer baptism, the redeemed community 
lived transformed lives in response to the call of  God. Asserting 
the priesthood of  all believers, many empowered mature believers 
to offer communion, baptize new believers, teach Scripture, and 
participate in any of  the other sacramental activities of  the worship 
of  the church.5

Focus
These kinds of  congregations function differently from many that 

are more connected to hierarchical and connectional structures of  resources 
and guidance. Locally autonomous congregations are like pilgrims in a 
foreign land who must forge their own way in doing God’s work, as they 
perceive it best done. Pastoral leaders of  these kinds of  congregations often 
function with fewer resources than those of  more connectional traditions. 
Consequently, they often rise to the heights of  creativity and energy, or 
descend to the depths of  unbridled authoritarianism and relational failure. 
This book is an effort to call forth the best of  pastoral leaders in their 
callings to these “independent” and “free-thinking” congregations. The vast 
majority of  Baptist, nondenominational, independent, and some Pentecostal 
congregations	fit	within	this	category.	These	congregations	ordain	their	clergy,	
own their own property, and call their leadership without associational, 
denominational, or network control. 

The very independence of  these congregations makes the lack of  
understanding	beyond	them	understandable.	Generally,	they	fit	into	more	
conservative theological perspectives with Fundamentalist, Evangelical, or 
Pentecostal approaches, whose scholars are more interested in theology than 
sociology. Given the individualism of  clergy in this tradition, the leadership 
of  the Spirit is often more important than the insights of  social scientists 
when it comes to leadership philosophy and practice. 

As	a	subset	of 	this	grouping,	most	African	American	congregations	fit	
this	understanding	of 	church,	even	when	the	congregation	is	affiliated	with	
a denomination, especially those in the Baptist tradition. No area of  pastoral 
leadership studies receives less attention than does the distinctive role of  the 
pastor in the African American church. 

According to the National Congregations Study (Wave 2-2006/07, the 
second group of  congregations studied, 20.4 percent of  congregations in 
America	are	unaffiliated	with	any	denomination/convention/association.	
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If 	 you	 add	 the	 congregations	 that	 are	 affiliated	with	 a	 denomination/
convention/association that practice congregationally based polities, as many 
as 53 percent of  all congregations function as locally autonomous entities.

During the spring of  2010, with support from a research grant from 
The Louisville Institute, I had the privilege of  engaging in interviews with 
pastors of  ten very different, but all vital, locally autonomous congregations 
in the Atlanta, Georgia, region. It was important for me as an academic to 
test my own ideas in light of  the realities of  contemporary congregational 
life. What I learned brought awe for the depth of  commitment from the ten 
leaders to the vitality of  their churches, as well as the numerous challenges 
they face in a radically changing context. While there was considerable 
diversity	in	these	churches,	five	primarily	African	American	and	five	primarily	
Caucasian, eight led by male pastors and two by female pastors, few of  them 
fit	the	dominant	theories	of 	multiple	scholars	of 	how	to	lead	a	church.	They	
were more organic in their styles; and the congregations responded more to 
the pastors’ personalities and individual uniqueness than to any systematic, 
rational, or logical approach of  how they accomplished their respective 
ministries. Perhaps it has always been so, but one could hardly imagine such 
from the multitude of  published materials on the work of  church leaders. 
Such insight has forced me to revise my own approach to understanding 
the	work	of 	congregations	in	the	twentyfirst	century.	This	book	is	an	effort	
to fashion a different leadership language that is verbal, open, and organic 
in its style. 

This is not a book that proposes to suggest ways for all churches to prosper 
in terms of  the institutional measures of  success—bodies, budgets, baptisms, 
and buildings. This would perpetuate the use of  an understanding of  the 
church as an institution with measurable outcomes as the only true measure 
of  effectiveness. This book suggests that the authentic ministry needed is 
possible	in	every	congregation,	no	matter	its	size,	affluence,	or	influence.

Thesis
 The thesis of  this book is that Christian congregations are community 

organisms with the potential for conveying the power of  God in the lives 
of  all they touch.

Every thesis has an antithesis. Those same organisms can be the agents 
of  hurt, pain. and darkness to those they touch. Like cancerous cells in the 
human body, diseased churches can grow toxic feelings and behaviors that 
destroy God’s intention for the church.6

Leaders of  congregations, whether clergy or lay persons, have choices 
about what their congregations will believe, how they will organize themselves 
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for effective ministry, and how they will serve the settings of  which they are 
a part. Further, when they make those choices as a disciplined search for the 
will of  God in their midst, no human standards of  measurement can assign 
to them a designation of  “failure.” 

I am convinced by both the theological moorings and sociological insights 
of  my lifelong study of  fragile communities of  faith that congregations are 
the heart of  where God’s work in the world is best accomplished. I believe 
in the power of  participation in vital churches that seek God in what they 
do to change human life, the communities of  which they are a part, and 
ultimately this world God has created. 

Yet, the churches I know need help. They have always needed the 
helpful insights of  leaders who love them—from the apostle Paul with his 
nurture of  small cells of  believers within the Roman Empire, through more 
than twenty centuries of  theologians, mystics, pastors, and devoted laity 
who have invested themselves as servants in the work of  churches. Their 
collective wisdom makes real the Church of  Jesus Christ in human history. 
Consequently, this work will seek to be faithful to that collective wisdom. 
It will be more practical than theoretical. However, it should be obvious to 
the reader that it is undergirded with thorough research in congregational 
studies,	my	own	field	research,	and	personal	experiences	of 	observing	and	
working with congregations.

I have been blessed to spend the latter years of  my pilgrimage in a new 
seminary, the James and Carolyn McAfee School of  Theology at Mercer 
University in Atlanta, Georgia. McAfee Seminary was created out of  the 
controversies within the largest Protestant denomination in the United 
States, the Southern Baptist Convention. This new venture in theological 
learning was designed by its founding faculty to focus on practices of  being, 
knowing, and doing in an open environment of  searching for truth that would 
embrace students with gender, racial, and theological diversity. Thus, every 
course taught in the curriculum is reviewed by the faculty as a whole to 
ensure consistency with this verbal expectation of  a threefold understanding 
of  ministry.  

This insight has proven to be so important to me in conceptualizing the 
nature of  ministry that I have organized this book on leadership around this 
threefold emphasis. Part I explores the most essential aspect of  leading—being. 
Who we are is more important than anything we do. Leading grows out of  the 
personhood	and	character	of 	the	leader.	Part	II	identifies	the	essential	knowing 
needed by the congregational leader. This part develops an exploration of  a 
mission theology for congregational leaders, an understanding of  the cultural 
and community context within which congregations work, and a summary of  
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the organizing dimensions of  congregational life. Part III is the most practical 
of  the sections, with a description of  tasks at work in congregations. This is 
the managing or doing side of  ministry leadership. I have sought to propose 
practical best practices for congregational leaders. A holistic approach to 
leading churches will involve all three dimensions.

Some readers may be most interested in a facet of  the overall work of  
ministry	in	contemporary	churches	and	choose	to	read	first	those	chapters	
that	address	specific	tasks	of 	ministry	such	as	planning,	raising	the	funds	
to	support	ministry,	or	addressing	issues	of 	conflict.	This	is	not	a	mystery	
novel in which a sequential understanding of  the narrative is essential to 
understand the conclusion. I would, however, encourage you to begin with 
the	first	chapter,	with	its	emphasis	on	the	calling	to	leadership	as	foundational	
for each of  the three sections of  identity, knowledge, and practice of  ministry.  

It is my hope that this book may be an instrument of  grace to those 
who seek to enlarge the understanding of  their leadership to make their 
communities	of 	faith	more	vital	and	more	reflective	of 	the	mission	of 	God	
in the world. Lingenfelter’s summary captures well the hopes of  this book:

The critical factor in healthy, growing churches is Christ-centered 
leadership. When leaders are passionate about their faith in God 
and follow Jesus in their love and care for their people, when they 
are motivated by the mission of  God and bring this vision to their 
people, when they commit to covenant relationships with those who 
follow and give away power rather than seek it, the people follow as 
the leader follows Christ and the church becomes a powerful force 
of  the transforming mission of  God in their world.7

Reflections on What You Have Read
It helps to apply your own experience to what you have read. Take a few 

moments and record the major events of  your life experience that shape the 
kind of  leader you are becoming. What major changes in where you have 
lived have you experienced? What is your experience in the church? Are you 
a lifelong participant in a congregation? A recent convert to Christ? Are you 
a	member	of 	a	specific	congregation?	Describe	a	pastor	who	has	influenced	
who you are today.
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PART 1: Being
The Identity of the  
Congregational Leader

Leadership	flows	 from	 the	heart.	 In	 the	contemporary	congregation	
leaders bear the responsibilities of  providing vision, giving encouragement, 
and extending personal care. Leaders accomplish these responsibilities 
best when they have a clear understanding of  self  in relationship with 
congregants. Our identity grows within the self, combining the totality of  
genetic inheritance, life experience, and faith realities. 

Leading is a calling from God. Chapter 1 guides the reader through 
understandings of  the meaning of  calling in the biblical narrative by 
emphasizing the multiple ways in which God is experienced as a calling Holy 
One. The chapter will explore both the transcendent and the immanent 
aspects of  the meaning of  calling, with illustrations from the biographies of  
the called in the biblical story.

To understand how one lives out the calling that is experienced, the 
leader must claim certain dimensions of  identity. Chapter 2 explores the 
contributions of  family systems and several measures of  self-knowing to 
our identities. Among these measures are the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, 
Emergenetics®, and the Enneagram. These instruments can help a leader 
enlarge one’s personal awareness of  primary strengths and weaknesses. 
Revealing one’s self  to others is an essential quality of  the mature leader. A 
guide in practicing revealing identity to others concludes this discussion of  
leadership identity.

Equally important in the quest for clarity in identity is an understanding 
of  the several forms of  intelligence that are a part of  our natural styles of  
leading. Chapter 3 devotes attention to emotional and mystical intelligence. 
Primary for congregational leadership is awareness of  the Spirit’s leadership, 
with an emphasis on practices of  spiritual disciplines to enhance one’s growth 
in mystical intelligence.
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12    The Calling of Congregational Leadership

The essence of  leading lies in how you integrate these multiple aspects 
of  identity. Chapter 4 discusses how knowing what kind of  leader you are 
is a consequence of  understanding your sense of  calling, your multiple 
intelligences, your depth of  awareness of  the presence of  God in life and 
ministry,	 and	 identification	 of 	 the	 uniqueness	 of 	 your	 gifts	 for	ministry	
inspired by the Holy Spirit. Congregational leading is a consequence of  
being who you are as God’s gift, knowing the content of  the congregation’s 
challenges, and shaping how you do the work of  ministry based on the 
effectiveness of  your interaction with all of  the leaders of  the congregation. 
Ministry leadership integrates the central themes of  the book: being, knowing, 
and doing.
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1

Calling

Your Mission here on Earth can be defined generally as follows:
To seek to stand hour by hour in the conscious presence of  God, the One 

from whom your Mission is derived.
To do what you can, moment by moment, day by day, step by step, to make 

this world a better place, following the leading and guiding of  God’s Spirit 
within you and around you.

To exercise that Talent which you particularly came to Earth to use—your 
greatest gift, which you most delight to use, in the place(s) or setting(s) which 
God has caused to appeal to you the most, and for those purposes which God 
most needs to have done in the world.

RichaRd Bolles1

Calling is essential to being in ministry, whether that ministry is leading 
a congregation or serving others—whatever the context. Every follower of  
Jesus Christ does so in response to an invitation to follow. Each of  the four 
gospels	identifies	Jesus	as	an	invitation	giver,	centered	in	the	word	“follow.”	
It means to walk behind, to walk alongside, to imitate, to respond to. The 
essence of  calling is following Jesus:

•	“Follow	me.”	 (Mt.	 8:22,	 9:9;	Mk.	 2:14;	 Lk.	 5:27,	 18:22;	 Jn.	 1:43;	
12:26)

•	“Follow	me	and	I	will	make	you	fish	for	people.”	(Mt.	4:19;	Mk.	1:17)
•	“If 	any	want	to	become	my	followers,	let	them	deny	themselves	and	

take up their cross…and follow me” (Mt. 16:24; Mk. 8:34; Lk. 9:23).
•	“I	am	the	light	of 	the	world.	Whoever	follows	me	will	never	walk	in	

darkness but will have the light of  life” (Jn. 8:12).

I have a fascination with the biography of  the called. That interest 
begins with the call stories of  people in the biblical texts. Through the years 
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of  my teaching, I have often asked students to write summaries of  their 
understandings of  their callings to ministry. I asked each of  the ten pastors 
interviewed in the Atlanta region in Spring 2010 about their sense of  why 
they were ministers. Calling was crucial to their stories. 

One reality becomes clear when you listen to people of  Christian faith. 
No two believers describe their experience with God the same. Some would 
even say they are not called. They think calling is a special experience that 
is only for those few who serve the church as a job or profession.

The biblical stories of  faith would suggest otherwise. All who choose to 
say “yes” to the invitation to follow Jesus Christ belong to the community 
of  the called. How that response is made and what it means is different for 
each person. 

Calling and leading go hand-in-hand, because faith and community 
belong together. Following Jesus is a calling to share his ministry with other 
followers. All who claim faithfulness to Jesus Christ are called to live out their 
whole	lives	as	reflections	of 	his	life	and	teachings.	This	means	you	cannot	
have a congregation of  Jesus followers unless they are called to engage in 
ministry in the world. Understanding calling as essential for all ministry 
is foundational to vital congregational life. What, therefore, does it mean 
for the call of  God to so infuse one’s being that we can say one’s identity is 
“being called”?

Unique, Not Uniform
Vocation is an ancient religious concept, especially in the religions of  

Judaism and Christianity with their concepts of  God as an active revealer of  
divine will in human experience. In a biblical sense, the concept of  vocation 
is always communitarian, as it applies to a people. In summary:

Vocation [Lat. vocatio]. The biblical doctrine of  God’s call to his 
people to become instruments of  his purpose at work in history and 
to be the recipients of  his grace and salvation. In the OT, vocation 
is the calling of  Israel to be the people of  God; and in the NT, the 
doctrine refers to the calling of  men [people] to follow Christ, to 
become incorporated in the fellowship of  the church, and to share 
in the Christian hope. Strictly speaking, these biblical ideas are 
quite different from the modern understanding of  vocation as a 
job, position, or profession.2

H. Richard Niebuhr’s classic description of  the meaning of  calling 
includes four dimensions. The universal call is the call to be a Christian, the 
call to follow Christ in all dimensions of  one’s life—the calling to service, 
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whatever may be the form of  work one does. One may receive the secret call 
or that inward feeling of  God’s invitation to the work of  ministry as service 
to others. The providential call includes the circumstances of  guidance and 
awareness of  talents one has—the sense that one is endowed with the gifts 
for leadership and ministry and chooses to exercise them through the church. 
Finally, the church issues the ecclesiastical call as a congregation/denomination 
recognizes people as gifted for ministry and eventually ordains and/or 
employs them for a particular understanding of  ministry leadership.3

Can you imagine the transformation in your congregation if  each 
participant were aware of  a calling in his or her life to serve as a follower 
of  Jesus? For many, faith is a verbal acknowledgment of  belief  without an 
accompanying commitment that such faith makes a difference in how one 
serves. R. Paul Stevens emphasizes the call of  the laity in his thoughtful 
emphasis	on	the	“universal”	call.	He	identifies	the	call	of 	Christ	to	become	
a disciple; the providential inheritance of  family, education, personality, and 
opportunities; the gifts of  the Holy Spirit as a charismatic call; and the heart 
call of  inner desire for service all as dimensions of  the call to “everyone” 
who claims Christ as Savior.4

You may understand the experience of  calling in two essential ways. The 
first	view	may	be	best	identified	as	the	traditional	Christian	understanding	
of  calling as a clear encounter with God. Calling comes from beyond the 
self  in this view. James Fowler describes it as a response a person makes of  
“total self  to the address of  God and to the calling to partnership.”5 

Some of  us have experienced dramatic encounters with God that defy 
explanation. Like ancient patriarchs, prophets, priests, and missionaries, we 
live with an experiential reality of  calling rooted in the mystery of  a very 
personal encounter with the holiness of  God. Congregations in the Free 
Church tradition tend to emphasize this view of  calling, especially for their 
clergy. Calling is transcendent. 

Calling from Beyond 
You must explore the biblical view of  calling as beyond the self  

to understand fully this concept. When one reads the accounts of  key 
leaders called in both the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures, an interesting 
congruence emerges. The same elements tend to appear in the biographies 
of  the called. These include summons, identity, community, and mission.

The Call of  Abram. Abram is the prototypical individual of  calling in the 
biblical story. God initiates a covenant with him. Abram responds positively 
and becomes the father of  a nation. The story of  the people of  faith begins. 
“Now the loRd said to Abram, ‘Go from your country and your kindred 
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and your father’s house to the land that I will show you. I will make of  you a 
great nation, and I will bless you, and make your name great, so that you will 
be a blessing’” (Gen. 12:1–2). We have no more content than that Yahweh 
directs	him	without	specific	detail.	Abram	becomes	a	wanderer	toward	a	
land of  promise and with the implication he will recognize this land when 
he sees it. The essential element of  the call is submission to the Divine Will 
accomplished by movement toward a mission. Abram, with his wife Sarai, are 
to become parents of  a people in spite of  biological conditions that indicate 
such a mission is impossible. 

The details of  the story are fascinating—Abram and Sarai leave the 
security of  their homeland and spend years in search of  the goal of  this 
pilgrimage, with wanderings in the lands of  Sodom and Egypt before 
agreeing on a settlement with Lot. Abram fathers Ishmael with the slave 
Hagar,	and	sends	the	mother	and	child	away.	Eventually,	he	and	Sarai	fulfill	
their destiny with the birth of  Isaac.

The call transforms Abram and Sarai. Their identities are rooted in 
obedience to the One who summons. Abram’s identity (Hebrew for “the 
Father exalts”) changes to Abraham (Hebrew for “father of  a multitude”). 
Sarai’s identity becomes Sarah, meaning “princess.” All of  the multitude 
born of  this family belong to their calling. Abraham and Sarah are claimed 
as parents by both the people of  the Hebrew covenant and the people of  
the Christian covenant (Gen. 17:4–5; Heb. 11:8–22). They are the parents 
of  all who through faith follow God, not just those who are genetic children. 

The Call of  Moses: a prototype of  transcendence. The call of  Moses incorporates 
all of  the elements of  the biblical concept of  calling as transcendence. 
First comes the Holy encounter. “God called to him out of  the bush” (Ex. 
3:4). The dialogue that follows covers each of  the four elements suggested 
above—summons,	 identity,	 community,	 and	mission.	Most	 significant	 is	
the personal nature of  the encounter between Yahweh and Moses. The 
mysterious	caller	identifies	with	the	heritage	of 	Abraham,	“I	am	the	God	of 	
your father, the God of  Abraham, the God of  Isaac, and the God of  Jacob” 
(Ex. 3:6). When the purpose of  the encounter is revealed, Moses asks the 
name of  the One with whom he was speaking. “I am Who I am” (Ex. 3:14). 
The mysterious, indescribable, otherness of  the Divine (YHWH) is made 
clear.	No	longer	would	God	be	identified	with	the	namable	aspects	of 	his	
character el, but this one who calls is unnamable mystery. Consequently, no 
one will ever create a total description of  one’s encounter with a call from 
beyond;	it	defies	understanding.	The	mysterious	calling	is	grace,	presence,	
holiness. In its presence one stands in vulnerable openness with awe. Moses 
is commanded, “Come no closer! Remove the sandals from your feet, for 
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the place on which you are standing is holy ground” (Ex. 3:5). In the face 
of 	such	an	experience,	a	divine	summons	is	difficult	to	resist.

The second element of  Moses’ experience is the identity recognized in 
him. The divine caller addresses him by name, “Moses, Moses!” (Ex. 3:4). 
For the Hebrews, one’s name is an expression of  essential character, of  
one’s identity. Calling is synonymous with naming. In the creation account, 
naming is an activity of  Yahweh, and the naming of  creation by Adam is an 
evidence of  humanity’s likeness to the Creator. Cities and places are named 
to	communicate	a	destiny	or	event	of 	significance.	

Moses’ name, given him by Pharaoh’s daughter when he is discovered 
as an infant, means “draw out.” “She named him Moses, ‘because’, she said, 
‘I drew him out of  the water’” (Ex. 2:10). Unlike other biblical characters, 
Moses’ name never changes. He lives with the character of  his birth gift, to 
be one who is drawn out—by the circumstances of  history and by the call 
of  Yahweh. Not only is he drawn from the river, but he becomes one who 
“draws out” the gifts and the potential of  others. He draws out the people 
of  Israel from their slavery. He draws his brother Aaron and sister Miriam 
into partnership with him as, respectively, a priest and prophetess to the 
people. He draws out Joshua and a host of  others to engage their skills in 
leadership of  a wandering Israel. 

Yahweh knows Moses better than Moses knows himself. When God issues 
the mission mandate to become a deliverer to his people, Moses protests that 
he does not have the verbal skills or the status necessary to draw his people 
out of  their bondage. “Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh, and bring the 
Israelites out of  Egypt?” (Ex. 3:11). God assures him that he will not go in 
his own strength or solely out of  his identity. “I will be with you” (Ex. 3:12a).

The biblical understanding of  calling is contextual. It occurs in the 
context of  the needs of  the people who are the focus of  God’s concern. 
Calling does not occur in isolation from a tribe, nation, people, or church. 
This calling is not to a person to explore exclusively his or her individual 
goals	or	purposes.	The	idea	one	could	be	an	autonomous	self 	and	fulfill	the	
call of  the Divine in isolation from the world’s alienation from God, social 
disparities, economic injustices, or class inequities is foreign to the biblical 
meaning of  vocation. 

In this regard one must deal with several questions related to the 
specialness of  calling. Yahweh clearly chooses some persons for exemplary 
leadership within the community, but the reality of  biblical faith is that the 
patriarchs,	matriarchs,	prophets,	influential	priests,	and	apostles	constitute	a	
small minority of  the people of  the story. The quiet summons to the masses 
is important, yet often not recorded in Scripture. 
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The Hebrew understanding of  corporeality may offer some explanation. 
The call to the one with a mission that is indeed empowered by the Almighty 
is	a	call	to	all	who	become	recipients	of 	the	benefits	of 	the	actions	of 	the	
individual who leads. The call of  Moses to be a deliverer was a call to 
Hebrew slaves to respond to the leadership of  Moses as deliverer. The special 
call to the individual is successful only to the degree the community acts in 
reciprocity to the called. 

The relationship of  Moses and Aaron, his brother, shows this most clearly. 
Yahweh sends Aaron to Moses in the wilderness, and Moses tells him the 
story of  God’s plan (Ex. 4:27–31). When Moses protested he did not have 
the gift of  speech, Yahweh responds in anger to point out the availability of  
Aaron to assist him. “He indeed shall speak for you to the people; he shall 
serve as a mouth for you, and you shall serve as God for him” (Ex. 4:16).

By the period of  the New Testament, vocation is a nearly universalized 
invitation rather than a prophetic, charismatic summons. The invitation 
to follow Jesus is extended to all who will respond. The invitation of  the 
kingdom of  God is to any who will accept it. The called of  the church are 
all the saints who live in obedience to the universal mandates of  the Risen 
Lord: make disciples, teach them all I have taught you, baptize them (Mt. 
28:19–20). Consequently, Paul, who himself  claimed the calling of  an Old 
Testament prophet, could address all Christians in Rome as persons “called 
to be saints” (Rom. 1:7).

When one views the broad scope of  salvation history, most of  the called 
are nameless. It includes: (1) all of  those women, men, and children who 
follow the leadership of  voices of  justice and mercy; (2) the kings who act for 
the welfare of  the nation in the face of  political intrigue and international 
chicanery;	(3)	those	who	die	in	sacrifice	for	the	cause	of 	the	reign	of 	God;	
and (4) those who live to bear witness to the truth of  the good news of  
such a kingdom. In the listing of  the exemplars of  faith in Hebrews 11, the 
giants through whom the story of  redemption was told are named—Abel, 
Cain, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Sarah, Joseph, Moses, Rahab, 
Gideon, Barak, Samson, Jephthah, David, and Samuel. But the unnamed 
heroes of  faith who suffered unspeakably for the causes of  faith are not 
forgotten (Heb. 11:32–40).

Calling from Within
The second understanding of  calling arises from within—an immanent 

experience of  one’s purpose and passions. Paul Minear describes this more 
universal view, “Vocation is no esoteric matter, important to only a few 
extraordinary individuals; it is an everyday source of  energy that determines 
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the health of  all. Ordinarily it is less like a bolt of  lightning than like a daily 
sunrise.”6 

The more inward view of  calling is best expressed by Parker Palmer 
when he suggests the gift of  God comes as a voice from within calling each 
to become the person one is born to be at birth.7 This view of  calling is more 
typical for contemporary Christians, especially for those in more mainline 
Protestant congregations or those with less focus on biblical language in 
their worship and educational practices. Some traditions such as Quakers, 
which is Palmer’s tradition, emphasize the inward approach exclusively. It is 
certainly more typical of  most of  the students I teach than the charismatic, 
transcendent view of  calling.

The biblical stories of  the called are as likely to be imminent and 
inward as otherworldly, especially in the biographies of  women. Sarah was 
as important as Abraham in the story of  his calling; however, no narrative 
relates a direct calling for her. Sarah is the willing partner who follows the 
uncertain Abraham for years, cooperates with him in deception before 
Pharaoh in Egypt, responds in normal jealousy to Hagar, and in the midst 
of  her laughter at the irony of  pregnancy beyond menstrual years bears a 
son from whom a nation will grow. Their progeny become the lineage for 
an entire community, sons and daughters of  Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.

For all of  the attention focused on those with a charismatic calling—such 
as	Mary	as	the	angel	Gabriel	confirms	to	her	that	she	will	deliver	Jesus	as	a	gift	
of  the Holy Spirit—most of  the servants of  God in Scripture are described 
by what they do rather than how they decided to serve. Their calling to act 
grew out of  circumstances and opportunities to which they responded with 
faith. If  Moses experienced calling from beyond, his brother Aaron and sister 
Miriam lived out of  the giftedness of  their personalities. Aaron became the 
voice for the stuttering Moses, while some have suggested Miriam was the 
poet who composed the song of  Moses (Ex. 15: 1–18). She was surely the 
worship leader for the women of  the exodus as she led them in dance and 
singing to celebrate their deliverance (Ex. 15:20–22). Even when judged for 
her	resistance	to	Moses’	leadership	by	being	inflicted	with	leprosy,	she	had	
to experience healing before the people would move forward (Num. 12:15). 
Barbara Essex summarizes her importance:

Miriam emerges as an able, capable mediator, prophet, musician 
and leader among the Hebrew people. She is a strong personality, 
rivaling that of  the more dominant Moses. Where Moses is slow 
of  speech, she is eloquent. Where Moses is reluctant and hesitant, 
she is energetic and lively. Where Moses seeks to pass the leadership 
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baton to someone else, she takes on the leadership role with gusto…
she sings and dances and praises God for triumph in the face of  
formidable odds!8 

Esther clearly had no otherworldly call in her deliverance of  her people 
in Babylon. Becoming the queen of  the empire, she immediately faces danger. 
Her cousin and guardian Mordecai confronts her with the reality of  Haman’s 
plans to destroy the Hebrew people in the 127 provinces of  the kingdom of  
Ahasuerus. She takes Mordecai’s advice and acts courageously, approaching 
the king to appeal for a reversal of  the decrees Haman got from the king 
by manipulation. The name of  God appears nowhere in the Hebrew text; 
however, Esther prays to God for help in the Greek additions of  the book. In 
spite of  fainting before the king in terror of  his reactions, she saw God alter 
the king’s demeanor as he encouraged her to speak (Add. Esth. 15:8–10). 

That same inward responsiveness characterizes multiple characters 
of  the New Testament. Whether it is the widow Anna praising God at the 
dedication of  Jesus in the temple or the long list of  house church leaders 
thanked by Paul in Romans 16, most of  the saints of  God’s mission are 
relatively unknown followers. They serve faithfully out of  their inward sense 
of  calling. Their names are many, but their stories are largely unknown. Gregg 
Lavoy states the meaning of  calling in more practical terms:

Living out a calling may mean living an unspectacular life, a life of  
quiet ministry, steadfast backstage work, politicking without renown; 
it may mean a life unknown to fame. Even the highest calling entails 
the	unremarkable	tasks	of 	licking	stamps,	stuffing	envelopes,	and	
tacking	up	flyers.	It	asks	that	we	do	our	homework,	sweep	the	front	
porch, sock away pennies, and knock on wood.9

The Ecclesiastical Call
Calling to ministry leadership is more than a person’s recognition of  

or declaration of  his or her intention to engage in ministry. Calling may 
begin	with	such,	but	until	one’s	community	of 	 faith	affirms	the	gifts	and	
character of  the one called, a person has no opportunity for either clergy 
or lay leadership. Stevens suggests the biblical expectations for pastoral 
leadership are all related to character (1 Pet. 5:1–10). “There is no ontological 
difference,” he writes, “between leaders and people. The call to leadership 
in the church comes from the church!”10

North American Protestantism extends that call to leadership in quite 
diverse ways. The process in the hierarchical denominations is prescribed in 
clear and legal canons of  church practice. Clergy leadership involves multiple 
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steps in education, experience, and evaluation that may lead ultimately to 
ordination. Connectional bodies have processes that may be less structured, 
but require approval outside that of  the congregation. 

No such canons or processes are normative for the more than half  of  
North American congregations that are autonomous. Some, such as the 
Disciples of  Christ, maintain congregational governance, but also include 
regional church participation in the decision for ordination.

Autonomous congregations generally have the sole authority of  
affirmation	for	ministry	leadership,	including	the	granting	of 	a	church	license	
to preach or serve, ordination, and employment. One of  my colleagues in 
the past, Clyde Francisco, often quipped, “Not even God can tell a Baptist 
church what to do.” 

Such	a	system	offers	 the	opportunity	 for	affirmation	of 	highly	gifted	
individuals as well as the potential for “laying hands” on those who prove to 
be	an	embarrassment	to	the	affirming	body.	Most	congregations	require	at	
least a testimony of  calling and the observation of  commitment to ministry 
to	affirm	a	candidate	for	ordination.	African	American	congregations	tend	
to require a one-to-two-year apprenticeship prior to ordination.11 

Employment to engage in ministry is a more structured reality. The 
responsiveness of  the pastoral leader to leading a congregation or ministry 
organization is more than the negotiation of  a job with a salary, job 
description,	and	benefits	package.	Few	congregations	 in	 the	autonomous	
tradition employ their ministerial leaders on the basis of  a contract. Many in 
more organic congregations may not have so much as a letter of  employment. 
They accept the verbal invitation of  a group of  people based on the trusting 
dependence of  the leadership of  God in bringing together parties in a mutual 
fashion. We name whatever process is at work at the congregational level 
“a call from God.” Without that spiritual dimension of  belonging to one 
another	so	that	leader	and	people	“fit,”	the	leader	can	exercise	little	claim	
of  authority in calling the church to God’s mission. 

Such a theology can be problematic when encountering the human 
nature of  some congregations and the failure of  some ministers. What 
happens when the “called” encounter so much resistance and failure in 
congregational life? Or, they make ethical mistakes or fatal judgments for 
that setting? Is the call “null and void”? Certainly the ecclesiastical call may 
be. Some must experience their lack of  skill or character for this work before 
they	can	understand	employment	may	best	be	fulfilled	outside	the	church.	
This does not eliminate them from continuing within the church as laity. 
According	to	Palmer,	calling	may	lead	to	the	affirmation	of 	either	light	or	
darkness.12 No greater tragedy for the church exists than for those who claim 
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the mantle of  leadership but live out of  the dark side of  their character. 
Given the growing body of  lawsuits against church bodies spurred by the 
sexual abuse crisis in churches, the Free Church tradition needs to do some 
rethinking of  the practice of  ordination.13

One of  the questions I asked the ten pastors who helped shape many 
of  the ideas in this work was, “Have you ever had an experience in your 
ministry that was so discouraging you seriously considered leaving ministry 
as your primary vocation? Can you describe it?” Some of  the responses were 
humorous: “Every Monday,” or, “Today!” One pastor of  an exceptionally 
large and effective African American congregation stated the general 
consensus of  the group: “No. Leaving the church, yes. But leaving the 
ministry,	no.”	All	but	one	could	describe	a	specific	challenge	during	ministry	
so	discouraging	that	serious	consideration	was	given	to	 leaving	a	specific	
congregation for fear of  termination. One of  the more insightful responses 
was given by one of  the female pastors in the group: 

No, I don’t think I can say there is any experience that has been 
that challenging or disappointing. My continual struggle with this 
vocation is how do I do it and get a decent amount of  sleep, eat 
well, and not exhaust myself. It’s less of  some issue or place that I 
can point to and more of  a continual sense of  how can I do this 
and	find	balance	in	my	life.	I	think	if 	I	left	the	ministry	it	would	
be	from	not	being	able	to	find	that	balance.	The	call	to	ministry	is	
enduring even when a change in ministry setting may be needed 
or demanded. 

For all of  the literature bemoaning the stresses and challenges of  
congregational	leadership,	the	vast	majority	of 	ministers	find	deep	satisfaction	
and abiding purpose in their ministries. According to an eighteen-year-long 
study on job satisfaction and general happiness by the National Opinion 
Research Center completed in 2007, “An overwhelming 87.2 percent of  
clergy	described	themselves	as	 ‘very	satisfied’	with	their	 jobs;	 in	contrast,	
only 47 percent of  the general population described themselves this way.”14 
The same survey listed clergy as the most highly rated career of  all options 
in spite of  rating second from the bottom of  the top ten careers in income 
and second in the highest number of  hours worked weekly.15 William 
L. Self, retired senior pastor of  the Johns Creek Baptist Church and the 
longest tenured pastoral leader of  my interviewees, responded to a recent 
review in the Christian Century by G. Jeffrey MacDonald documenting the 
disappointments in pastoral ministry, “I’ve done it for 55 years, and I’ve 
seen all that MacDonald talks about and more—but the church is still the 
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best thing God has going in the world. I’ll listen to MacDonald when his 
opinions bear the stain not of  his wounded idealism but of  his tears mixed 
with his lifeblood.”16

Calling is the foundation of  effective leading. Palmer states it clearly, 
“Vocation at its deepest level is not, ‘Oh, boy, do I want to go to this strange 
place where I have to learn a new way to live and where no one, including 
me, understands what I’m doing.’ Vocation at its deepest level is, ‘This is 
something I can’t not do, for reasons I’m unable to explain to anyone else 
and don’t fully understand myself  but that are nonetheless compelling.’”17 

The Ministry of Vocational Exploration
Vocational understanding is a forgotten emphasis in too many 

congregations. The loss of  involvement in Christian education by many 
adults and the growth of  an activity-oriented approach to children and 
youth ministries mean that God’s call for one’s life is too seldom mentioned 
in the church. 

The church has multiple practical means for addressing this concern. 
An adult study of  selections from the bibliography at the end of  this book, 
especially the work of  Parker Palmer, can be helpful to those living with a 
sense	of 	unfulfilled	expectations	in	their	places	of 	work	and	living.	Finding	
one’s calling may be a mid-life or even later experience. It may not happen 
without attention.

One of  the questions I have posed for years to ministers and seminarians 
is,	“At	what	age	did	you	first	sense	the	stirrings	of 	a	calling	from	God?”	The	
response has been overwhelming. Adolescence and college years are the 
primary years for such exploration and decision-making. Because of  this, my 
friend Kay Shurden and I collaborated on a book for teenagers to help them 
in this discernment process.18 Youth ministers and adults working with teens 
have found it a helpful resource as curriculum for Sunday school or youth 
discussion groups. The book offers readable discussions of  the meaning of  
calling, and guides for using the book in a variety of  settings. Remember, 
the vitality of  the congregation is rooted in the commitment of  its people. 
Imagine the future of  congregational leadership when teenagers understand 
and	affirm	their	calling	for	service	to	Jesus	Christ.	We	can	be	instruments	
of  God’s calling to others as we explore together what it means to write our 
life stories as partners with the Holy One who calls. 

Applications for Learning
How is calling discussed in your congregation? Consider collecting stories 

of  vocation within your church. An Advent or Lenten Guide that includes 
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reflections	 on	 vocation	 from	members	 can	 inspire	 others	with	 personal	
stories. Collections of  call experiences, whether video recorded or written in a 
booklet, can be useful curricula for Christian education. Imagine the impact 
on younger participants if  they heard testimonies of  calling in worship from 
congregational leaders representative of  multiple generations in the church. 
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